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Would you rather go 1000 days without the Internet or five days where anyone can read your mind? We present "Would You Rather" (WYR), a technique for generating formative design insights (inspired by the conversational game of the same name) that combines design provocations with forced-choice scaffolding. Here, we describe the components of a WYR session, which include scenario generation, voting, and group discussion. As children disproportionately benefit from scaffolding during the co-design process, we also report on an evaluation of the technique with 16 children, conducted across seven sessions and spanning the course of one year. We find that WYR fulfills recommendations for focus groups (e.g. eliciting mental models and values, producing focused yet animated discussion) and leverages playfulness, humor, structure, and forced choice to overcome known common challenges of designing with children.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Designers are most likely to create technologies that respect children’s values and best meet their needs when they involve children in the design process [19, 20]. To elicit children’s perspectives, ideas, and opinions, researchers often draw upon user-centered design methodologies such as focus groups, interviews, co-design, and participatory...
design. However, many of these traditional approaches are more challenging to execute with children than with adult participants. For instance, children’s developing executive function can result in focus group sessions where children need to move about physically or spend less time focusing on a single task [27]. Children may find it more difficult to express abstract thoughts [58], or require additional support to overcome power differentials with adult researchers. Creating design methods that account for these needs can lead to more productive design partnerships with children.

In this paper, we introduce Would You Rather (WYR), a co-design technique [60] for scaffolding focus groups to surface design insights related to technology tradeoffs, dilemmas, tensions, and risks. WYR is based on a conversational game of the same name played in social settings, often by children and teens [65]. In the original game, players take turns posing thought-provoking scenarios that force the other players to choose between two options. The scenario always begins with the preamble “Would you rather,” as in, “Would you rather have only pie or have only cake?” The game is more conversational than competitive, but the “best” scenarios for design are typically those that result in a split vote or cause players to struggle to choose. Often, both choices are undesirable, resulting in a provocation wherein the player must choose the lesser of two evils: for example, “Would you rather fight 100 duck-sized horses, or a single horse-sized duck?” Illustrating the pervasiveness of this game in popular culture, there are many apps, games, and online quizzes designed around this concept (e.g., [24, 37, 46]).

The WYR co-design technique entails children voting for WYR scenarios, discussing their votes, creating their own WYR questions, and using WYR as a way to design low fidelity prototypes. We conducted several pilot sessions to refine our methodology, and present, in this paper, our findings from seven design sessions with elementary and middle school children ages 7-11 in an intergenerational co-design group. Our research questions are:

1. **Engagement**: How do kids engage with WYR? What kinds of behaviors might future practitioners encounter?
2. **Output**: What can we learn through the WYR method? What kinds of insights might future researchers derive?

In this paper, we first turn to related work and background about co-design with children in Section 2. In Section 3, we describe the key stages of the WYR methodology as a guide for future practitioners. In Section 4, we introduce our design study of seven sessions with a group of 16 children (ages 7-11). Then, in Section 5, we address our research questions with the results of our design study, finding, for example, that (1) WYR keeps participants engaged and incites animated conversation, and (2) WYR helps children reason about tradeoffs and complex decisions and express their preferences and abstract values through forced choice and fantasy. Finally, in Section 6, we conclude with a discussion of how WYR relates to other prior approaches and reflect on the mechanisms that make WYR successful.

We contribute to the IDC community in three ways. Methodologically, we comprehensively outline different ways WYR can be implemented. Empirically, we demonstrate through our design sessions how children responded to WYR. Theoretically, we show how WYR incorporates children’s development of intersubjectivity [62, 64, 74] as a way to elicit and understand their perspectives.

### 2 BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

#### 2.1 The importance of involving children in the design process

Children are important stakeholders when designing technology for them and their families, and they are also frequent technology owners and users themselves [49]. Therefore, designers must consider children’s needs—yet doing so can require different methods than for adults [20]. Studies with children leverage a variety of methodological techniques, using different ways to overcome the challenges of working with kids. One broad category of techniques to involve
children in the design process is participatory design [20, 48], which attempts to bring users and designers together on common footing and equal ground [4, 8, 23, 70].

A number of studies in the IDC community have demonstrated that children and adults can work together in democratic collaboration on the design of new technologies [18, 25, 36, 52, 69, 72]. Researchers and designers often involve children directly in the design process as users, testers, informants, and design partners [20], as children are the experts on their own experience.

### 2.2 Traditional co-design methodologies can be difficult for children

Since children are still developing executive function [30, 41, 47], respondent strategies like interviews, focus groups, and surveys are not always effective for children [27]. For instance, interviews offer a deep connection with adult participants, yet may not allow the same connection with a child participant due to the power dynamic between the adult researcher and the child [63]. Additionally, children, who may make up memories, are often unreliable witnesses [10, 50]. A survey offers a structured choice and allows data collection from many participants, but is difficult with children due to developing language and literacy skills [12].

A focus group involves a group of approximately eight participants discussing a topic set by a researcher, who moderates or directs the conversation [44, 45]. A successful focus group has a non-intimidating environment [5, 26, 44, 55], animated discussion or debate [5, 26], focused discussion and moderation [5, 45], and it elicits participants’ mental models, values, and attitudes [5, 26, 44, 55]. However, conducting traditional focus groups with children presents challenges because executive function skills (including attentional control and cognitive flexibility) are still developing in children. Until being “relatively mature” [1] at age 12 [9, 47, 73], children may require different research techniques than adults, and many of the challenges of focus groups with adults are amplified when working with children. Prior work has found that PD methods can be more engaging and productive with children than traditional surveys, interviews, or focus groups [19, 20, 41]. We argue that new techniques for elicitation of perspectives of children need to focus on the following three characteristics:

**Attention span.** Traditional interviews, surveys, and focus groups are difficult for children due shortened attention spans [1, 38, 73]. Underdeveloped executive function impedes their ability to control their attention, self-regulate, self-monitor, and self-inhibit [1], which, in traditional focus groups, surveys, and interviews, may lead children to lose interest in the topic, switch conversation topics, physically wander away, or strike up side conversations.

**Abstract and complex thinking.** Children are simultaneously developing the ability to think abstractly and complexly [1, 47, 73], “a prerequisite to meaningful verbal expression” [9]. In elicitation techniques, the goal is often to understand participants’ values and beliefs by asking probing questions like “why?” [5, 26, 44, 45, 55], but due to developing executive function and language skills development, children may give tautological, inconsistent, or surface-level answers to such questions [9, 38].

**Group dynamics.** In addition to factors caused by developing executive function, research groups with children run into similar problems as with adults with regards to group dynamics: power dynamics among children can prevent seamless collaboration when some are domineering and some are quiet, or can lead to off-topic sessions and excessive silliness that hinders design output and idea generation [56, 57]. However, we know from child development that group activities are important for children and their skills development [59].
2.3 Developing new techniques for elicitation for children

In HCI and IDC, there is a practice of creating new co-design with children that leverage imagination, structure, and play to overcome both the researcher-child power dynamic and children’s difficulties with abstract thinking and self-reflection. Scaffolding is a metaphor that educators use to describe the role of how guides, simplified tasks, reminders, and socialization can support children shift from dependence to greater independence as children acquire skills and knowledge for themselves [33, 59, 66]. In IDC, researchers often use design techniques with built-in scaffolds as a way to provide support, mediate, and strategize how to keep design tasks simple, breaking design into smaller tasks, and reminding children of the goals of the task. For instance, Guha et al. scaffold brainstorming and group cooperation through discrete stages in which children first generate ideas individually, then come together in small groups to “mix ideas,” and then the entire class shares ideas [29]. Comicboarding allows children who are not accustomed to ideation to draw out design scenarios by filling in comic panels with characters, plot formats, and interactions [43]. Other techniques scaffold children to explain their experiences, context, preferences, and opinions to a researcher through the use of fantasy, overcoming the inherent power dynamic between adult researchers and children. In “Mission from Mars,” child participants explain something about their world to a “Martian,” who can ask questions that a “normal” human researcher might not [16]. Through Fictional Inquiry, Dindler and Iversen allow children to “bypass existing socio-cultural structure” and engage in PD with adult research partners by setting a fantasy land in which children play themselves [17].

Walsh et al. offer a structured methodology for creating techniques [61] to consider how to scaffold design techniques for children. We highlight the following dimensions in our consideration of an elicitation technique for children’s ideas in co-design.

- **Partner experience:** WYR does not require children to have design experience.
- **Need for accommodation:** Adults may have to help children express their abstract ideas.
- **Design space:** WYR’s design space tends to be non-specific and focused on understanding children’s larger contexts.
- **Maturity of design:** WYR focuses on early stage designs to foster more ideas.
- **Cost:** WYR requires no high cost materials for the activity other than a mechanism for capturing discussion data.
- **Portability:** Due to requiring no specialized materials and being flexible in terms of materials, WYR is highly portable and can travel from place-to-place wherever children are.
- **Technology:** As related to cost, the amount of technology needed is minimal.
- **Physical interaction:** As elicitation focuses on dialogue, WYR requires lower physical movement.

3 HOW TO USE WYR

Here we describe how to use the WYR method, including preparing, running, and analyzing data from a design session. The key stages of WYR are: scenario generation, voting and discussion, and analysis. In Section 3.4, we describe how the development of WYR across seven pilot sessions led to this process.

3.1 Stage 1: Scenario generation

The “best” WYR scenarios present a difficult decision, aiming (1) to split the vote between two choices, and (2) to create choices that are not obvious for the participants. These characteristics will help engage participants in discussion and debate, in which they explain and justify their choices. We found it was most natural to create negative scenarios.
Fig. 1. WYR requires initial scenario generation, but sessions predominantly consist of voting and discussion. Data analysis should focus on discussion over votes.

where both hypothetical choices were unpleasant; however, it is also possible to create a choice between with positive scenarios (which we did in our sixth session, as summarized in Table 1).

Scenarios may be created by researchers before the session begins (Option 1a), or by participants during the session (Option 1b). We describe our recommendations for both below. For both, we found it helpful to equip researchers with ideas for structuring WYR scenarios. For example, one possible structure is Always or Never, as in “WYR always have a video playing on your TV or never get to watch videos again?” To this end, we include a set of template structures derived from our pilot sessions and popular media such as BuzzFeed quizzes [46] in Appendix B.

3.1.1 Option 1a: Researchers create scenarios (pre session). For some WYR sessions, researchers create the scenarios before the sessions. Researchers should do what works best for their group and creative process, but we emphasize that creating WYR is just that: a creative process best done in groups with an open minded attitude where no idea is a bad idea. We recommend creating more scenarios than will be needed for the session and prioritizing the best ones. We found that seven to ten scenarios was appropriate for our 1-hour sessions, but this number might vary. Researchers might also find value in our advice for guiding participants’ scenario generation (Option 1b).

3.1.2 Option 1b: Participants create scenarios (in session). Participant-generated scenarios—including the process of generating scenarios—can be another mechanism for research insight, but are not necessary for successful sessions. We recommend conducting scenario generation only when most participants are already familiar with WYR. This could be at the end of a longer session (i.e., after voting on and discussing several pre-existing scenarios) or across multiple sessions with the same participants. Researchers should participate in or moderate participants’ scenario generation process and treat this as an additional source of study data.

Researchers can help participants create engaging scenarios by preparing scaffolding, such as partially-filled scenarios (e.g., “WYR only be able to watch one good video per day or ___?” or “WYR have unlimited horrible videos or ___ good videos per day?”). In one pilot session, we used an “idea box” from which participants could pick suggestions to spark their imagination. Working in groups can help participants and researchers can build off each other’s ideas, though researchers should be cognizant that children may need to feel ownership over their part of the idea [29].
3.2 Stage 2: Voting and Discussion

The vote-discuss cycle comprises the core of the WYR method: for each scenario, participants (1) vote on what they would prefer, and (2) discuss their choice, moderated or at least observed by a researcher. We recommend WYR sessions start with a brief vote-discuss cycle about a simple scenario, such as “Would you rather have candy for breakfast or pancakes for dessert?” to introduce the game. Researchers may then explain their focus topic before introducing scenarios pertinent to their research questions.

3.2.1 Stage 2a: Voting. Asking participants to choose between two scenarios—voting—is how WYR seeds insightful discussion. The exact voting mechanism is flexible but could have the following characteristics. First, each vote should be visible to researchers and other participants. Next, the outcome of the vote should be clear at a glance. Participants should also be able to opt out to indicate indecision or a rejection of both options. Researchers may participate in the vote to show collaboration. In some sessions, participants placed stickers on a wall to vote, but most sessions used line judging, in which participants stand along a spectrum to indicate their choice; standing in the middle indicates that they cannot decide [61]. Our online sessions used an adaptation of line judging where participants indicated their choice by holding their hand near the top or bottom of their face, or near their nose to indicate indecision.

3.2.2 Stage 2b: Discussion. Voting invokes discussion that may spontaneously elicit mental models, values, concerns, and personal context through debate between participants or explanations of the voting. The discussion time, which is tied to each voting period, offers a way to test emergent hypotheses through follow-up questions. For example, researchers can ask about variant scenarios to probe the factors that contribute to participants’ choices. Having dedicated discussion time also allows researchers to invite contributions from quieter voices and keep the group on topic. For a fruitful discussion stage, we recommend discussing each scenario right after voting on it. During discussion, we encourage researchers to ask participants about the votes, e.g., why they voted a certain way or why others might have chosen differently. Researchers also might discuss how alternate scenarios would change votes. Both researchers and participants may pose follow-up informal scenarios based on emergent hypotheses. Finally, we suggest that if participants change their mind (and their vote) during discussion, to allow them to express their thoughts.

3.3 Stage 3: Analysis

Practitioners can use qualitative analysis methods (e.g., recording and transcribing sessions, open or inductive coding to identify themes, and seeking consensus about themes within the research team); as an example, our qualitative analysis process is described in Section 4.2. Analyzing vote counts quantitatively should be approached with caution,
Table 1. Overview of the topic, methodological variations, and an example scenario from each of our WYR design sessions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Session Overview</th>
<th>Example Scenario</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>WYR1</strong> Focus on “Creepy Tech,” based on prior work [71]. Scenarios chosen in advance by researchers.</td>
<td>WYR play with a cute robot that secretly changes your Wi-Fi password or a scary robot that does not secretly change anything?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>WYR2</strong> Focus on “Creepy Tech” [71]. Scenarios generated by participants with researcher guidance, starting with one example.</td>
<td>WYR have a creepy robot that acts like your parent and watches you during the night or a robot with a creepy smile that randomly plays scary clown music?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>WYR3</strong> Scenarios chosen in advance by researchers based on those from pilot sessions, which focused on computer security and privacy.</td>
<td>WYR have your parents know everything you did at school through video cameras or your teacher know everything you did at home through video cameras?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>WYR4</strong> Focus on school. Scenarios chosen in advance by researchers.</td>
<td>WYR your teacher knows exactly how long you spent on homework or you have 5 hours of homework every day and the teacher has no idea how long you’re spending?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>WYR5</strong> Focus on YouTube. Scenarios generated and chosen by participants with researcher guidance and instructions to tweak one of several pre-generated example scenarios.</td>
<td>WYR have unlimited horrible videos or one good video per day?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>WYR6</strong> Positive scenarios (i.e., scenarios with a choice between two desirable options), chosen in advance by researchers. Conducted via Zoom due to Covid-19.</td>
<td>WYR never have to go back to school or never have to go back on Zoom?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>WYR7</strong> Focus on the game slither.io. Scenarios generated and chosen by participants with researcher guidance. Participants told to play the game before session to inform brainstorming. Conducted via Zoom due to Covid-19.</td>
<td>WYR have infinite zoom so you don’t poop out little worm bits and get smaller when you zoom or grow by two times the normal amount when you eat things?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

as quantitative vote outcomes may be complicated by the ways that participants’ choices are influenced by group dynamics [56]—either to intentionally be contrary or to vote with their friends or the majority of other participants.

3.4 Developing WYR through pilot sessions

We developed the WYR methodology through seven pilot sessions, during which we maintained an iterative process journal, summarized in Appendix A. Our goal in these pilot sessions was to understand, practically, how to conduct WYR as a co-design methodology. Pilot sessions took place in a variety of contexts (e.g., classrooms, open houses, social hours) and included participants from a variety of age ranges and backgrounds (e.g., adults, middle and high school children and their parents, graduate students, undergraduate students). From our pilot sessions, we learned:

- **Scope.** WYR sessions should focus on a specific topic without being overly restrictive (e.g., the first several pilot sessions, generally about computer security and privacy, produced interesting discussions but did not predictably elicit specific design insights).

- **Participants.** WYR was adaptable to groups of varying sizes, worked with children, teens, and adults, and was engaging even when participation was fleeting (e.g., at open houses).

- **Voting and discussion mechanisms.** WYR’s unstructured vote-discuss periods—i.e., with larger and transient groups at open houses in which participants came and left over a period of hours—elicited discussion that was hard to capture. When participants saw others’ votes paired with demographic information (e.g., age), they asked questions like “Why would an adult choose that?”

- **Capturing data.** In order to capture discussions, researchers should consider audio or video recording, potentially using multiple cameras and/or microphones with different breakout groups. In our pilot sessions, we saw enthusiastic participation in large groups and transitory settings, but capturing discussion data in these sessions was difficult.
Table 2. Demographic information for each (pseudonymous) participant and which sessions they participated in.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Ethnicity</th>
<th>Sessions</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Ethnicity</th>
<th>Sessions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ash</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>Boy</td>
<td>Hispanic</td>
<td>1-7</td>
<td>Ian</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>Boy</td>
<td>White</td>
<td>3, 4, 6, 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ben</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>Boy</td>
<td>Hispanic</td>
<td>4-7</td>
<td>Jade</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Girl</td>
<td>Asian-White</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carol</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Girl</td>
<td>Asian-White</td>
<td>6, 7</td>
<td>Kat</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Girl</td>
<td>Asian-White</td>
<td>2, 4, 5, 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dwight</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Boy</td>
<td>Asian-White</td>
<td>2-7</td>
<td>Lynn</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>Girl</td>
<td>Asian-White</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emma</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>Girl</td>
<td>Asian-White</td>
<td>5-7</td>
<td>Mike</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>Boy</td>
<td>Asian</td>
<td>1-4, 6, 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fiona</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>Girl</td>
<td>Asian-White</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Norm</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Boy</td>
<td>White</td>
<td>1, 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>George</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Boy</td>
<td>Hispanic-White</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Ophelia</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>Girl</td>
<td>Asian-White</td>
<td>4, 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Henry</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>Boy</td>
<td>Asian-White</td>
<td>2, 3, 5-7</td>
<td>Pat</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>Girl</td>
<td>Native American-Asian</td>
<td>1, 2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4 METHODS

To evaluate and further refine the WYR method after our pilot sessions, we conducted seven additional WYR sessions with children through participatory design methods (PD) and following the WYR method as specified in Section 3. Table 1 presents an overview of these sessions, WYR1-7, and Figure 2 includes images from the sessions. PD is a method of design that brings users and designers together to democratically collaborate with each other [19, 22]. Although WYR is appropriate for people of varied ages, we chose to evaluate the method by working with children (ages 6-11), because common challenges of focus groups are especially pronounced with children [56]. If WYR can help overcome common challenges found in children, it may be promising for other contexts and participants as well.

Second, children in the longer term intergenerational co-design group were already knowledgeable about multiple co-design techniques. These two reasons let us try different variations of WYR. Finally, PD techniques have allowed children to more concretely express abstract ideas [21, 29, 30, 60, 67]. In particular, Cooperative Inquiry partnerships with children have been shown to produce in-depth conversations and rich data around sociotechnical issues like intelligent user interfaces, cybersecurity, online safety and privacy, and creepiness in technology [71].

4.1 Participants

An intergenerational co-design group, consisting of both adult design researchers (university investigators and doctoral, masters, and undergraduate students) and child participants (n=16; ages 7-11) participated in seven design sessions from April 2019 to June 2020. The team is called KidsTeam UW (children’s names are pseudonyms, Table 2). At the time of the study, all children had 1-5 years of experience in KidsTeam UW. Our PD sessions focused on trying WYR: eliciting children’s perceptions, constructing their own WYR questions, and designing based on WYR responses. In each of the WYR sessions, approximately seven adults facilitators supported the children as design partners.

4.2 Data Collection and Analysis

We recorded WYR1-5 using a video camera and microphone setup. For WYR3-5, a facilitator moved the camera throughout the design sessions to focus on specific group interactions and different conversations. We also recorded the online WYR6 and 7 sessions, which mostly included facial expressions and audio. We approached data analysis using grounded, inductive, and qualitative methods [11]. Our coding process mirrors many HCI studies that focus less on the codes as the product, and emphasize the codes as a process [40].

We do not treat the coding results as data, but rather as structures that helped guide our inquiry and interpretations so that we may depict our interpretation of the complexity of the data [32]. We began with an inductive analysis of a
total of 450 minutes of video. Four co-authors watched the videos and created an initial set of analytic memos of their observations. After the analytic memos were completed, the four co-authors then transcribed the entire WYR1-7 video set. For WYR1 and 2, we focused our transcription efforts on the larger group discussion. During WYR3-5, because the camera moved throughout the design session, we transcribed the conversations and the larger group discussion. For online WYR6 and 7, we also transcribed the larger group discussions.

Once we finished transcriptions, we began open-coding the data by compiling an initial list of codes. These codes, based on our analytic memos and first watch-throughs, began with the loopholes children created, the kinds of questions they asked back to the adults, the dilemmas they encountered, the kinds of questions that generate split votes, and the kinds of WYR scenarios they created. We then iteratively organized the first set of codes over the course of seven group discussions. As the codes began to surface, we began to merge and identify common themes.

In our second round revisions of the codebook, we refined our codebook into the following categories (Appendix D): 1) Situations that might be unreal, pragmatic/realistic, or both; 2) Debates amongst the children; 3) Uniform vs. split votes; 4) Children asking for more clarification; 5) Contextual information about the children’s lives; 6) Coping strategies children take to mitigate the WYR situation; 7) Mental models about how technology works; 8) Children’s values; 9) How children recognize power dynamics; and 10) Recognizing tensions and conflicts in a WYR situation.

Four coders then applied the refined codes. Each coder acted as both primary and secondary coder. The primary coder first coded the transcripts, and then the secondary coder verified the codes and identified additional coded data. Then, we had six group meetings where we discussed and did a comparative analysis of each code to note similarities and differences. Coding disagreements were mediated by a third coder. As we applied the coding scheme, we also further refined the codebook, adding subthemes. In a collaborative axial coding session [14], we then compared and contrasted our final coding to analyze emergent themes; our results coalesce these codes into higher-level takeaways. We aimed to include terminology that closely matches the codebook, but sometimes deviate, e.g., discussing power dynamics separately in terms of children’s mental models of other people and as a contextual detail of who other stakeholders are in their lives. We also discuss some codes together, e.g., clarifying questions and finding loopholes.

5 DESIGN STUDY FINDINGS

We now describe the findings of our WYR design sessions. We first outline typical behaviors that children engaged in during the sessions (RQ1), which can help researchers create a productive atmosphere, even when this might mean—counterintuitively—going along with seemingly subversive behaviors. Then, we characterize the content of sessions into several types of insights that emerged repeatedly across sessions (RQ2).

5.1 How children engage with WYR

Children in our design sessions were actively engaged with WYR. They quickly grasped the premise, gave thoughtful responses, and paid attention to each other, leading to constructive discussions with design insights (see Section 5.2). When the same group of children participated in multiple WYR sessions, they remembered the earlier session (e.g., Henry recalled at the start of WYR3 that "some of the questions were super hard"). Remarkably, their engagement with the activity carried over to sessions conducted via Zoom due to COVID-19 (WYR6 and WYR7), despite the added complexity of not being together in person (e.g., cross-talk with friends being harder) and the children needing to be more physically still so that they could stay on camera. Children’s engagement was characterized by creativity (e.g., suggesting unexpected ways to avoid harmful hypothetical outcomes), and humor (e.g., incorporating pooping, farting,
or inside jokes in their scenarios, like a choice in WYR4 about being forced to listen to the “bagel song” they had been singing before the session started).

5.1.1 Debate prompts children to verbalize arguments supporting their choices. Children engaged in lively, friendly debates about our WYR scenarios, which prompted them to explain their reasoning. For example, arguing that a phone that “secretly watches you” was preferable to one that “prevents you from having fun,” Dwight explained that he was okay with being watched because “it never said it would tell anybody.” Jade was unconvinced by this argument: “But it’ll watch you in the bathroom,” which prompted Henry to push back: “That’s only if you bring it into the bathroom.”

As demonstrated, children often defended their choices, and they frequently did so by constructing sound arguments that referred to elements of the scenarios. Although children often make locally flawed or incomplete arguments and have trouble expressing abstract reasoning or principles [2], we observed them using coherent grounds, warrants, and qualifiers to support their claim that a given choice was preferable, roughly following Toulmin’s structure of valid arguments [54]. Interactions with other children helped them address holes in their arguments. Animated debate like this has also been emphasized as a key component of successful focus groups [5, 26].

5.1.2 Confronting Ambiguity Generates Design Insights. Children regularly sought clarifying details about the scenarios. In WYR1, Fiona asked if the “tricks” a hypothetical robot would play on her were “like [a] whoopee cushion?” Conversely, sometimes children directly took advantage of these ambiguities by bringing up a loophole that would make their choice objectively and obviously better.

When children identify loopholes or ask for clarifying details, these interactions can give researchers insights about what influences their decisions. Using this updated knowledge, researchers can construct emergent hypotheses and craft modified scenarios to probe further. In WYR1 we presented a scenario in which the children could “play with a cute robot that constantly sends information to [their] parents, or . . . a scary robot that [only] sends some information.” Ash chose the cute robot, because “my parents don’t really check their emails.” Pat and Norm agreed, since they know their parents are already overwhelmed by the volume of email they receive. This eventually led to a modified scenario in which information went through a middleman, prompting several children to change their minds and leading to a conversation about trustworthy versus creepy middlemen.

These behaviors help children explore the bounds of the scenario; researchers’ reactions may help shape their understanding of it. Encouraging children to seek out and discuss loopholes can lead to productive insights.

5.1.3 Non-votes can convey useful insights. Our use of line judging gave children an explicit option to reject both scenario choices. The relative infrequency with which children used this option, even when both scenario options were undesirable, demonstrates their understanding of and engagement with the activity (e.g., in WYR1, 43 of the 50 total votes cast were for one of the scenario options). When they did refuse to make a choice, children sometimes tautologically told us that they could not choose because they were not sure. Other times, their explanation conveyed insight about the tensions the choice posed. For example, in WYR1, Fiona could not choose between “an Alexa device that records everything you say, or . . . [one that] pretends it’s your parent.” She enthusiastically affirmed others’ arguments against both choices; when asked why she could not choose, she countered with a question of her own: “why do people create technologies so creepily? It must be made by a drunk man.” By allowing Fiona to explain her indecision rather than forcing her into a choice, we learned that she could not envision logical and reasonable designers making creepy technologies, even though the security researchers on our team agreed that the first option was not unrealistic.
5.1.4 Participants’ emphasis on specificity and detail provides an alternative mechanism for insight. After engaging with researcher-generated WYR scenarios several times, children came up with their own scenarios in WYR2, WYR5, and WYR7. For example, Ash and Henry were adamant about specific elements of a scenario they came up with in WYR5. Their scenario centered around another KidsTeam UW participant (Ian) and the controversial YouTube personality PewDiePie. After suggesting the scenario in a smaller breakout group, the lead researcher tried to introduce this scenario in a more generic way: “WYR watch your favorite YouTuber or your best friend on YouTube.” Henry and Ash resisted: “Noo — it’s would you rather watch PewDiePie or Ian on YouTube?” Their specificity, however, helped us learn about Henry and Ash’s experience with YouTube and their knowledge about YouTube controversies, which could help inform research questions related to parental controls and problematic content on the platform.

Children’s insistence on such details may demonstrate their difficulty expressing which aspects of the scenario are important to them without concrete details. Alternately, they may have been intentionally specific to prevent others from taking advantage of loopholes. As previously discussed, loopholes and ambiguity can be productive to discussion, so child-generated scenarios may be less useful in that respect. Researchers should anticipate that the scenarios children generate themselves will offer a different mechanism for research insights than researcher-generated scenarios.

5.1.5 Subversive engagement can be productive. We observed other behaviors that initially seemed subversive, but which were actually beneficial. For example, we observed children copying or manipulating each others’ votes (i.e., moving the stickers used as votes) and parroting each others’ explanations (e.g., Jade agreeing “same here with Lynn and me”). Previous work suggests that children are susceptible groupthink [56]. However, voting scaffolds discussion even if participants’ votes do not represent their true desire. During the vote-discuss cycle, researchers should be aware of groupthink and, for example, change the order in which they invite explanations from friends who voted together.

Sometimes the discussion became disconnected from the original scenario. In WYR3, we asked “would you rather play with a robot that gives you food and water when you need it or a robot that cuddles you at night?” Dwight suggested “I would just ask it for candy because it said food and water.” Even though the original scenario was about food and water, subsequent discussion focused on candy. Jade mixed up which choice included the “at night” clause, adding: “At night if you ask for candy you already brushed your teeth so you can’t have it.” Despite this explanation not being well-aligned with the original scenario, we learn about Jade’s household rules and her mental model of technology—that such technology would not let her circumvent household rules and, therefore, would not be useful.

Breaking (perceived) rules can be fun, which helps keep children engaged with the activity. Additionally, breaking rules or being subversive can help them explore the bounds of the activity, enabling opportunities for more creative responses. Researchers will need to evaluate whether a seemingly off-topic or subversive form of engagement is too distracting, but should not immediately stifle unexpected behaviors.

5.2 What researchers and designers learn through WYR

Here, we summarize types of insights that can be derived from WYR sessions. These include contextual details about participants’ lives; their mental models of technology, themselves, and others; and their values.

5.2.1 Participants verbalize contextual details: resources, habits, routines, and experiences. Children brought up contextual details about their own situated experiences that they saw as relevant to the scenario. Understanding this context is critical to designing technology for children and families. For example, understanding children’s view on parental limitations on technology might encourage a game designer to create more natural stopping points, so that children would not lose substantial progress in the game when they encounter parent-imposed limits on their play.
Children painted a picture of their access to various devices, such as phones and gaming devices. For instance, in WYR1, we learned that Fiona used her phone only to call her parents, not for games, so she was undeterred by scenario choices restricting phone use, because she is already “only allowed to use my smartphone one hour a day.” Many of the other children had access to phones—even their own phones—yet their access was restricted.

In WYR3, from a scenario about a robot that either “gives you food and water when you need it or a robot that cuddles you all night,” we learned about participants’ possessions (e.g., stuffed animals that they imagined would be better for cuddling than a robot) and their bedtime routines (e.g., not eating after brushing their teeth). We also learned about other actors in their lives, such as their parents, teachers, and siblings, and the extent to which they trusted or distrusted them. Although many of these contextual details were not directly related to technology, their role in WYR scenarios can help designers interrogate ways that technology could better fit into users’ lives.

5.2.2 Arguments for a WYR choice reveal mental models and participants’ sense of agency over technology. Children’s explanations taught us how they understand the world: how they believe technology or larger-scale systems work, their understanding of other people’s behaviors, and their beliefs about their own abilities. Their explanations of security and privacy risks had nuance and their technical mental models seemed relatively accurate, given prior work on users’ mental models of technology [39]. For example, in scenarios where technology collected data about them, the children elucidated concerns related to who could access the information, if the data collection happened consensually, and what someone might use their data for. They recognized that companies might sell their data, which they saw as troubling. WYR1 presented a choice in which the phone would “secretly try to get you buy stuff,” but Norm observed that this already happens. Envisioning an even more malicious version of this choice, which closely approximates a real-world risk of “clickjacking” [34, 35], Fiona and Pat speculated that “[the ad] can pop up on your screen in the middle of, when you’re like doing a —” (Fiona) “— and then what if it happens you accidentally press yes?” (Pat).

However, their mental models of technology were often flawed, and their proposed mitigation strategies implied they felt they had substantial control over technology. For example, in WYR4, Dwight and Ash suggested a scenario in which their teacher could watch them do homework, envisioning that the teacher would be “sitting in front of the computer screen, and they can monitor what is happening.” Although Ash knew in WYR1 that his parents “don’t really check their emails,” his ideas about his teacher’s motivation to surveil students outside of class were less realistic. Children also tended to overestimate their ability to mitigate risks. For example, even though Norm knew that companies may covertly advertise, he noted that “it secretly gets you to buy stuff, but you don’t have to,” perhaps underestimating his susceptibility to persuasive advertising.

5.2.3 Choices and hesitations convey participants’ preferences and values. WYR scenarios are typically silly, absurd, and unrealistic, leading participants to disengage from the constraints of reality (which can support more effective design [16]), and paradoxically allowing them to explain how their choices were motivated by their values and preferences. In our sessions, we learned about preferences, desires for interpersonal relationships, and abstract views on morality and societal ideals. Children also discussed competing values that made some decisions especially difficult.

We repeatedly learned about the importance of specific technologies in participants’ lives. Fiona said “I hate technology. Except iPads, iPhones and video games” and that going without WiFi would be “like going back to being a caveman.” Mike declared “WiFi is my life,” and Ian said “I cannot live without technology . . . I would die. I would go out and punch people.” Others argued that other things are more important than internet access, such as Ash noting that “the only thing you need to live is just water and food,” and Dwight recommending that instead of digital entertainment “you can just play a board game.” In WYR6—held online at the beginning of our pandemic lockdown—we asked: “WYR
never go back to school or never go back to Zoom?" Carol was unable to choose because this scenario forced her to weigh her values of friendship (difficult to maintain without Zoom) and "get[ting] a solid education."

WYR scenarios also provided participants with language to describe their abstract values as well as the hierarchy of those values. For example, in WYR2, Norm chose a nice robot with bloody sharp teeth over a cute robot that lies: "Because it's nice, like you want to be with someone who is nice, who cares if it is bloody?" The concreteness—and absurdity—of the scenario helped Norm explain that he valued honesty and kindness over aesthetics.

6 DISCUSSION
Successful group dialogue requires intersubjectivity, the development of shared meaning and understanding of an activity among group members [62, 64, 74]. Children often achieve intersubjectivity through social play and games. Piaget argues that children develop intersubjectivity through collective and standardized play symbols and that children can co-construct symbols together (e.g., draw pictures, create mental models) [47]. Vygotsky claims that the social rules that children jointly develop in play guide the activity through frequent negotiations [59]. Due to the nature of children’s social and cognitive development, they have different needs than adults. As a result, interviewing, surveying, or using focus groups set up for adults may not allow children and researchers to develop the intersubjectivity needed to share ideas. In contrast, social play in WYR aligns with children’s need for collaborative interaction and cultivating intersubjectivity. Through our deployments of WYR, we identified four key properties that we observed contribute to its utility as a co-design technique for children: (1) scaffolding; (2) fantasy; (3) group work; and (4) forced choice.

**Scaffolding.** Like many social games that promote intersubjectivity, WYR embeds substantial scaffolding into its implementation. Other design methods have demonstrated the usefulness of providing this kind of structure; for example, comicboarding scaffolds the brainstorming process by providing participants with a partially complete comic strip [43]. Similarly, DesignLibs builds on the creativity of MadLibs games by presenting fill-in-the-blank or question-and-answer structured design scenarios to encourage participants to generate more creative, diverse, or feasible design ideas [7]. These approaches align with children’s developmental needs, as scaffolding that is appropriate for a child’s zone of proximal development can be very effective in supporting children’s sociocultural development [59]. WYR provides scaffolding through its structured questions and clear delineations between votes. While interviews, surveys, and focus groups emphasize eliciting ideas from children, WYR can support how children develop their own understanding of complex situations. Throughout our sessions, we informally and formally modeled the creation of WYR questions to the children, and in turn had children create their own questions (WYR2), scenarios (WYR4-6), and designs (WYR7). Rather than asking complex ethical questions directly, we used the scaffolding of WYR to help children negotiate and become more independent in evaluating complex and nuanced scenarios.

**Fantasy.** A second key property of WYR is that it encourages participants to think beyond the constraints of reality. Because children have trouble expressing abstract and complex thoughts, play and fantasy help children “directly or symbolically act out feelings, thoughts, and experiences that they are not able to meaningfully express through words” [9]. Some existing PD techniques for children successfully employ fantasy, e.g. [16, 17], to elicit children’s mental models, values, and contextual details of their lives. Other design methodologies—not specifically for children—focus on future thinking, that is, asking participants to specifically “rehearse the future” [31], or speculative design [3, 13] to help participants explore new ideas. Additionally, focus group experts have suggested that the use of humor in prompts can help both stimulate discussion and provide insight into participants’ mental models [5, 38, 45]. Barbour suggests the use of cartoons “since they often tap into and express succinctly in an amusing way, difficult and keenly felt dilemmas, but take the sting out of thinking about these. They thus, simultaneously, break the ice and give permission to raise
difficult issues” [5]. The comical absurdity of the dilemmas in WYR frees participants to consider a choice that they would not need to make in practice, but encourages them to ground their reasoning in reality. It is through the use of fantastical play that children begin to construct and make known their abstract symbols (e.g., scenarios, questions, ideas) and their negotiations with the participants (e.g., justifications, loopholes, tensions, etc.).

**Group activity.** A third key property of WYR is that it is a group activity. Children use group dialogues to construct knowledge and understanding [59]. Children’s interactions with other people, particularly those that may be more advanced (e.g., adult design partners), help mediate their encounters with the world through sensemaking, argumentation, and negotiation [42]. WYR builds on existing group methods by offering a provocative yet simple dialogue game that engages children and moderates discussion, overcoming common focus group challenges stemming from pacing or over- or under-eager participants [5, 38]. WYR’s scaffolding keeps groups focused and allows moderators to seek clarification while still encouraging animated discussion and debate. The segmentation during the vote-discuss period allows moderators to naturally transition away from an off-topic conversation by beginning another vote or to seek clarification by asking a participant about their reasoning. It also allows moderators to engage both dominant and hesitant participants through non-verbal cues (as voting may occur verbally, non-verbally, or both), as recommended by focus group experts [5, 38].

**Ipsative forced choice.** Ipsative forced choice surveys, in which respondents choose a single preferred option from a fixed set of choices, have been studied and used in psychology [6], marketing research [15], and HCI user studies. Unlike these surveys, WYR does not require participants to use literacy skills, but WYR benefits from the ipsative forced choice structure in two key ways: (1) having only two choices helps reduce cognitive load and (2) offering contrasting choices helps children make comparisons, especially when the topics are abstract or complex. Cognitive load theory suggests that when children encounter a complex intellectual situation, they may require considerable cognitive effort. Therefore, in group dialogue, it is important to help children make sense and access their schemas in long-term memory, while helping them to reduce working memory load [53] by limiting to two choices.

In addition to reducing cognitive load, the choices presented in WYR provide intrinsic educational benefit and help children express feelings, values, reasons, or concerns about topics explicitly or implicitly in the WYR choices. Presenting contrasting cases to illustrate differentiation is a powerful educational tool [28] shown to help children “improve discernment” and understanding of a topic [51]. When engaging with WYR, children reason through their reaction to contrasting cases, articulating the distinctions, and the relevance of these distinctions, between the cases.

### 6.1 Implications for Design

In this paper we presented WYR as a method for children, but our pilot studies suggest that this technique may work well for many user groups. We encourage researchers and designers to help participants create their own WYR scenarios and try them out in other design contexts beyond work with children. Although the design prompts in many co-design techniques are generated by the researcher [60], WYR can be used as a way for participants themselves to produce prompts, and in doing so, reflect on their own values, models, beliefs, and opinions. By having participants create their own scenario, the researcher can also encourage shifts in power dynamics by helping the participants co-facilitate with designers the WYR that are on their minds [72]. Finally, designers and researchers can consider the kinds of ethical, moral, and ambiguous topics for which WYR could be suitable. Design is a series of decisions based on tradeoffs. While interviews, focus groups, and surveys may get to what individuals and groups want, these elicitation techniques may not make the tradeoffs clear. WYR makes such tradeoff and priorities salient and explicit. We encourage designers and researchers to consider scenarios and contexts for which tradeoffs in design are emphasized.
6.2 Limitations and Future Work

We conducted this study in a single USA context in one urban area with children that are comfortable using technologies. Therefore, this study contributes more to theoretical generalizations, rather than statistical generalizations [68]. We also did not focus the study on design insights. Though we believe WYR is a powerful and broadly applicable method for delving into nuance and complexities with children (and others), it certainly has limitations. However, this is also a limitation in that as a group activity, WYR is at the whim of the participants. Because of the silly and fantastical nature of the scenarios, we noticed the KidsTeam UW children acting subversively (for better or for worse), sometimes trying to out-do each other with their reasons. To that effect, we encourage WYR, not as a definite choice over other options but as a way to elicit a spectrum of opinions, thoughts, and suggestions across a group of participants. WYR may not be suitable for some heavy topics for which it would be inappropriate to invoke silliness, or with certain groups or in certain settings. More generally, WYR may suffer from issues common to groups more generally: participants may decline to share certain preferences, context, or anecdotes, or may share a view that does not closely represent their true preference because someone else in the group shared it [56].

For future work we encourage researchers and designers to develop WYR in various settings, contexts, participant demographics, and styles. Researchers may consider varying the participant demographics, the number of participants, the settings (e.g., a public area, a classroom), and the voting mechanisms (e.g., voting with post-its, voting as an alternate perspective). Future work in WYR also lies in developing ways in which to distribute this technique wider, such as on an online digital platform that could reach other populations. We also need to consider how WYR can be altered to allow for participation for all, especially those in marginalized communities (e.g., neurodiversity) and accessibility issues (e.g., low vision, hearing impaired). By presenting WYR and having children create scenarios that makes tradeoffs a priority, we believe this technique can provide an authentic way for children and others to consider the issues that professional designers themselves must wrestle with.

7 CONCLUSION

Eliciting children’s detailed perspectives on the technologies that affect their lives is a challenging but essential part of designing products that will serve them well. To support designers engaging in this difficult task, we developed WYR, a fanciful voting game inspired by the conversational game of the same name, that seeks to build intersubjectivity in groups of participants and scaffold participants in reasoning through nuanced tradeoffs. Overall, we conducted seven WYR sessions with 16 children over the course of a year. We found that in articulating their perspectives on these tradeoffs, participants were likely to surface contextual details about their lives, reveal details of their mental model of the technology under discussion, and elucidate their values. We see WYR as a useful tool for blending social play that can help children articulate their views with a design approach that is committed to creating child-centered artifacts.

SELECTION AND PARTICIPATION OF CHILDREN

Children who participated in our study were already engaged in KidsTeam UW. Recruitment for KidsTeam involved using flyers, mailing lists, and snowball sampling. The team is open to children ages 6-11. Parents gave written consent and children gave written assent prior to participation. We offered children breaks or alternative activities if they expressed that they did not want to participate at any point. Children are able to opt out of the research study at any time. All research has been approved by our institution’s Institutional Review Board. Adult facilitators go through
ethics and safety training for children at our institution. All sessions were video recorded, uploaded to secure and private institutional servers, and shared through password protected files.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pilot #</th>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Setting</th>
<th>Participants</th>
<th>Voting</th>
<th>Scenario generation</th>
<th>Notes / other info</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Security &amp; Privacy (General)</td>
<td>Educational open house</td>
<td>60 Middle and high schoolers &amp; families</td>
<td>Post-its on a wall w/ researcher-assigned participant IDs</td>
<td>Researchers generated initial scenarios; participants added scenarios spontaneously.</td>
<td>Participants moved through activity transiently over a period of about 3 hours.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>CS department happy hour</td>
<td>34 grad students and profs</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>Tried to record audio &amp; video to capture discussions but only used one camera and a participant stood in front of it the whole time. Participants preferred to vote rather than generate scenarios (as opposed to #1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>Educational open house</td>
<td>72 Middle and high schoolers &amp; families</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>Similar to #1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>Undergraduate computer security class for majors</td>
<td>Undergrads</td>
<td>Post-its on a wall</td>
<td>21 participants generated scenarios in small groups, then voted and discussed. For the first time, generated scenarios first, then voted + discussed. Researchers did not provide seed scenarios; ideas came from student project proposals earlier in the class period.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>Computer science course for non-majors</td>
<td>18 undergraduate non-CS majors</td>
<td>Vote with your own preference, then vote (with another color post-it) “as though you were an adversary”</td>
<td>Participants generated, sometimes working together but not in organized groups</td>
<td>Exploring WYR as an pedagogical tool for threat modeling and “the security mindset.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Online status indicators and privacy / usability</td>
<td>Poster session booth at research fair</td>
<td>15 undergrads</td>
<td>Post-its on a horizontal surface (table)</td>
<td>Researcher-generated</td>
<td>Researcher behind the booth noted participants seemed hesitant to engage, perhaps due to power imbalance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Online dating</td>
<td>Graduate course on design</td>
<td>24 PhD students in Informatics and CS</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>Same as #4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
B  WYR SCENARIO TEMPLATES

We have found that knowledge of common structures of WYR scenarios is useful for researchers generating scenarios or guiding participants toward better scenarios. The following list of WYR scenario structures and concrete examples is a useful starting point but is not intended to be exhaustive.

- **Always or Never.** WYR Always appear as “online” or never appear as “online”?
- **Extreme Opposites.** WYR your smart thermostat malfunctions and sets the temperature in your home to -10 degrees in the winter or 100 degrees in the summer?
- **Varying the stakeholder.** WYR your parents see all of the photos on your phone or your colleagues and boss see all the photos on your phone?
- **Data Loss or Data Compromise.** WYR your parents see all the photos on your phone or all of the photos on your phone are deleted forever?
- **Varying the asset (e.g., type of data) that is impacted.** WYR your parents see all the photos on your phone or all of your Internet browsing and search history?
- **Altering the likelihood, frequency, or length of impact.** WYR 100 days without Internet or 100 days when anyone can read your mind? WYR have to re-type your password every time you look at your phone or have to authenticate with a finger prick of blood once per day every day? WYR your partner sees a really mean breakup text you sent but no longer mean or risk the possibility of getting caught sneaking into their phone to delete it?
- **A but B or A’ but B’.** WYR find the love of your life tomorrow but also have a stalker or take 10 years to find the love of your life but everyone you meet in the meantime is kind to you?

C  ALL SCENARIOS

For completeness, we document here all scenarios that the children formally voted on throughout the seven design sessions (WYR1-7).

**WYR1** scenarios, pre-generated by researchers theme (creepy technology):

- WYR play with a cute robot that secretly changes your Wi-Fi password OR play with a scary robot that does not secretly change anything?
- WYR play with the cute robot that tries to subtly play tricks on you OR play with the scary robot that’s honest about you?
- WYR use an Alexa device that records everything you say, or use an Alexa device that pretends it’s your parent?
- WYR play with a cute robot but you can’t control when it laughs randomly OR play with a cute robot, but you can’t control when it controls your voice?
- WYR play with a cute robot that constantly monitors how much you exercise OR use an Alexa device where you control everything it does?
- WYR play with a cute robot that constantly sends information to your parents OR play with a scary robot that sends some information to your parents?
- WYR use a smartphone for as much as you want but it secretly tries to get you to buy stuff OR use a smartphone for one hour a day, and it is honest to you about money?
- WYR play with a robot that secretly sends information about you to a company OR play with a robot that beeps constantly when it sends your information to a company?
- WYR use the iPhone but Siri automatically shuts down videos and fun games OR use the iPhone, but Siri tries to act like your parent?
- WYR use Alexa but you can’t control the skills that are being used OR use Alexa but it randomly laughs in awkward moments?

**WYR2** scenarios, participant-generated starting from a single example, with researcher guidance (theme: creepy technology):

- (Example) WYR Wear a device that can tell everyone your thoughts for 5 minutes OR not play with a phone for an entire year?
- WYR use a website that gives you good gift suggestions but tells the person you’re giving the gift what the gift is OR use a website that gives you bad gift suggestions but does not tell the person you are giving the gift to, it keeps the secret right?
- WYR play a game you like with lots of ads pop up randomly OR play a game you don’t like but control number of ads?
- WYR play with scary looking with bloody sharp teeth but nice robot OR play with a cute robot that might lie to you?
- WYR play with a tutor robot that acts like your parent and tells you when to do your HW OR waiter robot that switches your food that you might be allergic to?
- WYR play with a creepy robot that acts like your parent and watches you during the night or robot with a creepy smile that randomly play scary clown music?
- WYR have a phone that records you and tries to make you sad OR mimics you and try to send messages to your friend as you?

**WYR3** scenarios, pre-generated by researchers (theme: creepy technology):

- WYR have a phone that punches you every hour or gives you $100 million dollars but brings robbers to your house?
- Have a phone that prevents you from having fun or phone that secretly watches you?
- WYR play with a robot that laughs at all your jokes OR play with a robot that laughs randomly at night?
- WYR own a smartphone and do whatever you want but limited time (small, 10,000 mins) or own a smartphone forever but only text and call?
- WYR play with a robot that gives you food and water when you need it or a robot that cuddles you at night?
- WYR play with a robot that acts like you and steals your identity or plays with a robot that looks scary?
- WYR play with a robot that secretly watches you at night OR play with a robot that secretly sends information about you to your parents?
- WYR play with a robot that secretly watches you at night and makes a strange buzzing noise or play with a robot that secretly sends information about the games you download and sends every bit of info to your parents?
- WYR have to retype your password every time you use your phone, but it resets every time doesn’t store information or have to get a sharp poke every time and your phone slowly breaks down every time?

**WYR4** scenarios, pre-generated by researchers (theme: school):

- When you’ve finished your homework, WYR your teacher explains a problem to you after they’ve graded it OR be able to immediately check only if your answers are right or wrong, but not know why?
• WYR your teacher knows exactly how long you spent on homework (which means they can adjust to be sure they’re assigning the right amount of work) OR you have 5 hours of homework every day and the teacher has no idea how long you’re spending?
• WYR your teacher knows exactly when you are doing your homework OR you get all of your homework assignments for the whole year and can do them whenever and turn them in at the end of the year?
• WYR your parents can always check when you’re doing homework (in an app) OR you can’t ask your parents for help with homework?
• WYR your parents are able to communicate with your teacher whenever they want through the app (e.g., signing permission slips you forgot, praising your good work, but also able to discuss bad test grades) OR your parents can’t ever talk to your teacher (even on your behalf, to help you)

**WYR5 scenarios, participant-generated with researcher guidance and pre-generated example scenarios to tweak (theme: YouTube):**

• WYR watch your favorite YouTuber (kids: PewDiePie) or your best friend (kids: Lucas)
• WYR every time you click on or watch a video, it erases it from your account OR watch boring videos that you cannot choose or skip?
• (adjusted during voting) WYR have limited horrible videos or one good video per day?
• WYR have no YouTube but Netflix OR YouTube but no Netflix?

**WYR6 scenarios, pregenerated, conducted viz Zoom due to Covid-19 (theme: positive scenarios):**

• WYR spend a day in an unbelievably fun virtual reality world OR spend a day at a local amusement park?
• WYR have unlimited favorite snacks OR have unlimited access to all favorite video games?
• WYR have candy that does not cause cavities OR have candy that can improve your gaming skills?
• WYR never have to go back to school OR never have to go back on Zoom?
• WYR cook together with your family OR use a smartphone to order food with your family?

**WYR7 scenarios, participant-generated with researcher guidance and pre-session use of the game, conducted via Zoom due to Covid-19 (theme: slither.io):**

• WYR play with only your friends OR play with lots of strangers?
• WYR have infinite zoom so you don’t poop out little worm bits and get smaller when you zoom OR grow by two times the normal amount when you eat things?
• WYR play with your friends OR you control one worm with your friends?
Practical guidance for using
"Would You Rather: A Focus Group Methodology"

**WHY USE WYR?**
- WYR is a co-design technique for scaffolding focus groups to surface design insights related to technology tradeoffs, dilemmas, tensions, and risks.
- Use this document as a starting point for running a WYR session.

**GENERATING GOOD WYR SCENARIOS**
- Brainstorm superset of scenarios, then pare down.
- Equip researchers with ideas for structuring WYR scenarios.
- Only ask participants to brainstorm after they are already familiar with WYR (could be after vote-discuss cycles).

**VOTING**
A voting mechanism should be chosen such that:
- Votes are not secret.
- The outcome is clear at a glance.
- Participants can be indecisive, reject both scenarios, or abstain from voting.

**DISCUSSION**
- Allow discussion to emerge organically.
- Invite contributions from quieter voices.
- Test emergent hypotheses by informally posing scenario variation.
- Let participants change their minds/votes.

**VOTE-DISCUSCYCLE**
- Moderate a vote-discuss cycle where the group discusses each scenario before voting on the next one.
- Start with a simple scenario as an example.

**ANALYSIS**
- Prepare for analysis by recording and transcribing sessions.
- Focus on qualitative analysis of discussion.
- Approach quantitative analysis of votes with caution due to the potential for groupthink to affect votes.


Clip art from https://openclipart.org
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Situation Type</td>
<td>Unreal situations that are very fanciful and extreme.</td>
<td>“if you bring homework first in three months, you get a prize, one million dollar gift card prize.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pragmatic situations that appear real and could happen.</td>
<td>“Our question was would you rather have your parents annoy you while you do your homework or have to do twice as much homework.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hybrid situation are a mix of the pragmatic and unreal situations that are linked together.</td>
<td>“There is tiny camera on the HW itself, if you don’t do your HW fast enough, will have twice as much HW and twice little time; camera is attached to devices; there are symbols displayed for teacher about the students’ completion time (ie. five dots, five lines); there’s a teacher who is sitting in front of the computer screen, then they can monitor what is happening through the security camera; can see what students are doing through computer screen.”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Debate       | Situations in which two or more children debate, argue, and elaborate the WYR. | Researcher: “Ohh so you’re saying it can watch you, but it’s not gonna be telling anyone. It’s just watching it records does it say it’s going to tell anyone okay so that’s an interesting choice”  
Jade: “But it’ll watch you in the bathroom”  
Researcher: “But maybe it watches you in the bathroom. But you have to know it watches you in the bathroom.”  
Henry: “That’s only if you bring it into the bathroom”                                                                 |
| Uniform vs. Split | Split: Children create situations that have complexity and create tension for the group. | Have a phone that punches you every hour or gives you $100 million dollars but brings robbers to your house (group splits in their response)                                                                 |
|              | Uniform: Children create situations that have a pretty uniform response from the group. | Would you rather play with a robot that annoyingly laughs at all your jokes or play with a robot that has a creepy or evil laugh at night? (uniform response to the second situation) |
| Clarity and process | Did the children ask for help or more elaboration on the WYR situation? | Adult: “Honest robot, scary honest robot versus cute deceptive robot. Deceptive like plays a trick. It’s secretly plays tricks on you. Not bad tricks, they just does, right. Versus—”  
Fiona: “Like whoopee cushion?” |
| Contextual detail | We learn more about the children’s lives in their WYR response. | Child: Anyways, my parents don’t really check their emails.                                                                                                                                               |
| Coping strategies | We learn how they take control of the WYR situation (e.g., making loopholes, being arrogant, turn technology on/off). | Henry: “The thing about the creepy robot that acts, that acts like your parent and watches at night, you could punch it!”  
Dwight: “You could kill it, destroy it!”                                                                                   |
| Mental models | We learn how they think about how technology works.                           | Adult: “Okay, so I can choose to ignore it. Why did no one pick number one? Like—the Alexa device that records everything you say?”  
Pat: “It can sell your information!”  
Fiona: “It can sell it!”                                                                                                     |
| Values       | We learn about what they value or what they think others value.              | Mike: “Wifi is my life.”  
Norm: “Because it’s (scary toy) nice, like you want to be with someone who is nice, who cares if it is bloody.”                                                                                 |
| Tensions     | We learn about what they see as a tension or opposition                      | Pat: “Just think about new fun games, just get new fun games.”  
Adult: “Oh okay, okay, okay. So, it has to know that []?”  
Ash: “What if it (the game) wasn’t fun, but you really want it?”  
Fiona: “If it had a zero-star rating and you loved it so much”                                                                                                                     |
| Power dynamics | We learn what children consider as authorities in their life.               | Dwight: “And [] you have to check it five times, and every time it has to be right. And the teacher knows everything is right because there’s a security camera.”                                                 |